
Bio
Oilly Wallace:
The nineteen year old Copenhagen based alto saxophonist Oilly Wallace has slowly made a name 
for himself on Danish jazz scene, after being the talk of the town for a couple of years.
He came to attention as part of the Norwegian drummer Snorre Kirks sextet, they recorded the 
album Europa which was nominated for a Danish Music Award for the years jazz album 2015. 
Since he has played with with many musicians around Denmark such Carsten Dahl, Winard 
Harper, Thomas Blachman and Jan Harbeck to name a few. Oilly is also apart of the Berlin based 
Florian Menzel quartet. 
Oilly Wallace finds inspiration from the great masters of the American jazz tradition like Cannonball 
Adderley, Dexter Gordon and Charlie Parker.  

Johannes Wamberg: 
Copenhagen based jazzguitarist Johannes Wamberg (1991) first picked up his instrument at the 
age of 12. When he turned 18 he began taking his music very seriously and growing up with the 
late great Hugo Rasmussen he already had a deep understanding of jazzmusic. Hugo encouraged 
Johannes to study with the legendary guitarplayer Doug Raney, son of Jimmy Raney. Johannes 
and Doug soon became comfortabel with eachothers playing and they played a gig together in 
Copenhagen in october 2013. Since that Johannes has been playing countless of concerts with 
danish jazzmusicians and legends. His style is definately influenced by Jim Hall, expressing 
himself through a warm and tender and natural sound with clear ideas and a versitile vocabulary.

Henrik Holst:
Henrik Holst Hansen is one of Copenhagen’s most sought after young drummers. He has been on 
the music scene for years and played with many national and international names. He has toured 
in Scandinavia, Germany and Holland, and has played on several recordings. Playing in many 
traditional jazz bands have giving him a big knowledge of the music and tradition, which gives him 
a wide range of expression in every context.  With a strong groove and feeling for the music he 
gives any musical situation a solid beat.  

Anders Fjældsted:
Anders Fjeldsted is a Danish jazz bassist based in Copenhagen. He is an experienced musician, 
having performed with renowned artists such as Anders Bergcrantz, Thomas Clausen, Anders 
Mogensen, Flemming Agerskov, Per Møllehøj, Magnus Hjorth, Snorre Kirk and Mike Stern. He has 
performed in Sweden, Poland, Spain, Germany and the Netherlands as well as Copenhagen 
jazzclubs such as Montmartre, La Fontaine and Paradise Jazz. Anders is currently studying at 
Rhythmic Music Conservatory in Copenhagen, from which he will have a Bachelor’s degree in 
2016.

Band Beskrivelse: ”It almost defies nature that a youngster of nineteen is capable of playing with 
such an understanding of the legendary Cannonball Adderley while at the same time playing 
personal, sparkling here-and-now music", written in national newspaper Berlingske Tidende.
Oilly Wallace Quartet present an honest expression of how they believe acoustic jazz can sound. 
All having a profound love for the jazz tradition, together they explore the possibilities of bringing 
the music into our times. The band presents a wide range of emotions in their music, from mellow 
ballads to energetic up-tempo tunes. The repertoire consists of original tunes by Wallace and 
 Wamberg mixet with a tastefull selection from The American songbook. The four friends are based 
in the creative music scene in Copenhagen, where they draw inspiration from the rich culture of 
jazz music that has bloomed since many American musicians moved there in the sixties.


